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Not completely convinced I got everything captured, but here we are. Will look for your edits in our
8 a.m. call and priority topics to discuss/resolve/assign in our 8:30 meeting.
Thanks,
Bruce

Bruce A. McPheron, PhD
Executive Vice President and Provost

203 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, OH 43210-1358
614-292-5881
mcpheron.24@osu.edu
http://oaa.osu.edu/

Academic Working Group v6.0 23March2020 | McPheron, Bruce A.

DISCUSS/ASSIGN
Pass/no pass grades, incompletes (Hume, University Senate, Colleges) – need to have colleges consider
their approach to major courses, ASC has opened to all major and minor courses, Law is S/U
Class resumption – time zone differences and implications for synchronous instruction, planning for (and
implementing) alternative assessment methods, student technology availability
Contingency planning – significant faculty or student illness
Consistent communication guidance to units for communication on positive cases
Wording regarding not providing tuition refund (Messinger, B&F, Davey)
STEP (Hume, Shivers, Whittington)
Use of Spring, 2020, SEI in P&T dossiers (Malone)
P&T timeline adjustment for Fall, 2020 cycle
Internships
Student employee wages (OHR, B&F)
Summer international program statement (Messinger, Latz)
Financial assistance to GTAs
Financial assistance to PhD students (Stone, Bertone) – 3+ year PhD progress
Financial assistance to associated faculty
Mental health services communications
Summer domestic off-campus programs
Development of on-line curriculum for Fall, 2020
Professional student recruiting
Pre-departure Orientation in China (Latz, Shivers, Hume)
Associated faculty contracts (Wolf)
Status of new-to-OSU students in Fall, 2020
Deadlines for sexual misconduct training

IN PROGRESS
Summer session – start dates, session cadence, course delivery (Smith)
Application of SEI in Spring, 2020 (Malone)

Academic Working Group v6.0 23March2020 | McPheron, Bruce A.
Travel (Messinger) – all international and all non-essential domestic travel is restricted indefinitely per
cabinet and MVD, need to communicate
Orientation (Hume-Graham, Shivers) – moving to virtual, DF upon arrival
Current inventory of spare technology (Hofherr)
Library resource access (Jaggars)
Residency for out-of-state students who travel home (Rastauskas, Messinger) – appears to be resolved,
need to confirm and communicate
Hiring pause – status of faculty hiring process (McPheron/Basso) – widely agreed that faculty hires
would be exempted, but questions about the rigor of interview process
Assistance to research support personnel (Stone) – federal agencies agree on paying personnel, working
on conditions for personnel paid from other sources
Financial aid implications of refunds (Hume, Papadakis)
Pause of tenure clock for provisional faculty (Malone)
Summer camps (Schmiesing, Shivers, Lasher)
Student Advocacy Center Emergency Fund (Shivers, Eicher)
UG recruiting (Hume)
GR recruiting (Bertone)
TSP time extension (Wolf, Halasek)
Broadband access across the state (Hofherr)
Use of technology classrooms (Hofherr)

COMPLETED
Building security (FOD) – buildings secured as of 3/18
Wexner Center for the Arts – programs cancelled, galleries closed (3/13)
Library facility status – department facilities closed, Thompson to close, key card access in 18th Ave
(3/17)
Grad School directive on cancelling SROP, REUs (Bertone)
International students – residence hall exceptions
Other students – residence hall exceptions
Campus-wide COVID reporting guidance (MVD; 3/15)
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Commencement (MVD; 3/17) – spring ceremony delayed (date TBD)
Daily Deans update (Messinger; initiated 3/17)
Dean / vice provost telecommuting (MVD) – 3/16 message to campus on telecommuting
Emeritus faculty guidance (inherent in 3/16 MVD message on telecommuting)
Graduate exams (Bertone) – ability to use technology for masters and doctoral testing
Library employees (MVD) – 3/16 message to campus on telecommuting
OAA (core) employees (MVD) – 3/16 message to campus on telecommuting
OSAS employees (MVD) – 3/16 message to campus on telecommuting
Thank you to faculty (Messinger) – 3/20
Access to digital textbook copies (Hofherr) – communicated on web and in updates
Telecommuting and continued research activity (Stone) – 3/
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I’m going outside for a bit to just be in the sun, so I’m turning this over to you all. Later I’ll integrate
into our working document for tomorrow’s 8:30 a.m., but I wondering what I have missed picking up
on from the emails you all have seen and addressed plus other conversations? I think if we can get
an agenda out to the academic group by mid-evening, we’ll be fine, and we will need to again
prioritize what we spend our time talking about.
We can use that group to help us establish the deans’ agenda for the end of the day.
Bruce

Bruce A. McPheron, PhD
Executive Vice President and Provost

203 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, OH 43210-1358
614-292-5881
mcpheron.24@osu.edu
http://oaa.osu.edu/

College declarations of P/F – student interest in extending beyond GE and elective courses
Accreditation
Professional colleges
(In which conversation did we have someone concerned that it would be too hard to grade some
assignments for grades and just let others do pass/fail? We should continue to drive home that issue,
apparently.)
University declaration of P/F

Mental Health and Wellness resources – communication?

2020 SEI use in future P&T analyses
P&T timeline?

Class resumption:
Time zone differences and implications for synchronous instruction
Planning for (and implementation of) alternative assessment methods
Access of students to necessary technology
Reinforcement of internet provider arrangements
Access to digital copies of textbooks

Current inventory of devices (Hofherr)
Library resource access (Jaggars)

Refresh of status of students/staff/faculty still overseas

Contingency for faculty illness
Contingency for student illness

Compensation for GTAs? Associated faculty?

Consistent answers to messages from students, families, faculty

Tuition refund wording and message

Continued concerns about how to respond to unit positive cases
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Wolf Kay N.; Messinger Rob
RE: Consolidated reply: Urgent Ed Abroad and Semester Abroad questions
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Bruce –

Antarctica Question:
We have MUCIA funds available to help with the emergency risk management reserve.
I’m suggesting the following language for a formal response to Gil as well as an approved release form (like we do for your
reserve funds) – if you agree with the language I am happy to send directly to Gil.

Gil –
In response to your request for funding support for OIA emergency risk management, OAA will allocate $150,000 in
one-time cash from MUCIA Funding in support of the replenishment of the risk management fund.
OIA will need to use cash reserves to cover the other $100,000 outlined in the proposal. Moving forward, once the
new SFO is on board, we will need to work together to review the OIA budget holistically based on the new strategic
plan and priorities.

Financial Obligation for Spring Study Abroad:
Based on the information I received working with OIA:
OIA has current cash reserves that can cover the $1M impact. They currently are projecting a year end cash balance of
$16M, with a $1M positive net margin. This is on a base budget of $8M ($5.5M General Funds and $3M International
Surcharge) A large portion of their reserve cash is set aside to fund their area studies centers in future years if the grant
funding is not renewed. We put together a quick projection of their current run rate of expenses with additional
assumptions and their cash doesn’t run out until FY27. Once the new strategic plan is in place and we can align their
current budget to the plan we will have a better long term projection, but the immediate need can be covered.
Verifying Gil’s data…3rd party Study Abroad Students pay their fees (with the exception of the $150 application fee)
directly to the institutions they are studying at so we don’t know the exact costs that each student pays. We do know that
the total costs range anywhere from $5,000 - $25,000 per student. That cost would include the program fees as well as
the travel/room/board expenses.
The chart below shows the breakdown of the costs based on Gil’s number of 177 students (157 + 20 FCOB program).
Financial Aid has been looking at individual student aid packages as students inquire and those that they have looked at
have no negative impacts.
Please let me know if you have additional questions.

From: McPheron, Bruce A. <mcpheron.24@osu.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 11:01 PM
To: Devine, Kristine G. <devine.99@osu.edu>; Gombos, Gretchen <gombos.2@osu.edu>
Cc: Wolf, Kay N. <wolf.4@osu.edu>; Messinger, Rob <messinger.18@osu.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Consolidated reply: Urgent Ed Abroad and Semester Abroad questions

Kris and Gretchen,
A couple of things. I need to get guidance from the president on his expectations for 1) whether we advise
students abroad to come home or whether we offer them the opportunity, and 2) to what extent we compensate
them (I would say that if they’re getting credit, no tuition assistance, but if their program terminates before credit
can be awarded, we would want to think about either assistance or working to steer them into credits from OSU).
I have my opinions, but he often has something in his head and I want to know that before he reverses course on
us.
I know we were awaiting the arrival of the OIA fiscal officer, but can we please resolve the Antarctica question?
Either they have enormous reserves that they simply are not addressing holistically, or they need help on that.
Then we have to think about how we would phrase any message (subject to the president’s edits) to properly
scope what our financial obligations might be. Would 40 students actually be $1M in tuition reimbursement if we
had to deal with the prospect of no credit awarded? I can’t make that math work.
Any help in framing this? We need to resolve in the next day or so.
Bruce
Bruce A. McPheron, PhD
Executive Vice President and Provost
203 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, OH 43210-1358
614-292-5881
mcpheron.24@osu.edu
http://oaa.osu.edu/
From: Latz, Gil I. <latz.9@osu.edu>

Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 9:45 PM
To: McPheron, Bruce A.
Cc: Messinger, Rob
Subject: FW: Consolidated reply: Urgent Ed Abroad and Semester Abroad questions
Bruce,
Long day, I realize.
Some updates and a request.
It is critically important to immediately focus on Spring (and AY) programs for students currently overseas. This is the
really urgent announcement and communication need. Students overseas have read President Drake’s communication
but have not received any follow up or information.
For an insight, see attached.

The question:
·      Will OAA support making students whole? (OIA already used its emergency funds and has a pending request to

OAA to help defray the cost of the Antarctica trip cancellation from last December)?
There are currently 157 students on OIA programs overseas and about 20 or so in non-OIA programs (FCOB. There are
others, for example, in the Fisher College of Business: they have about 250 students for summer. They are OSU students,
register for OSU insurance, but don’t get ‘counted’ on OIA programs).
Cost estimates are nearly impossible to make.
That said, we believe $225 IF (only) 10 students availed themselves of the opportunity to come back; BUT, up to $1M if
25% of the students choose it. This includes refunding for tuition and program costs. Most of the students want to stay
and most programs will offer online options. Note: should, in addition, Colleges at OSU support students with transfer
credits or make up options, the cost will go down considerably.
Bottom line: some kind of message to students/parents of those students is warranted ASAP.
Language to consider (which we welcome your editing with respect to, in terms of the financial implications based on the
outline above:

=============
Ohio State is advising students to strongly consider return to the United States. We understand that students
and their families may have differing tolerance of risk. Thus students are not obligated to leave their programs
and return. However, the continuing response by nations and governments, including border closures, entry
restrictions, quarantines and curtailment of public services including universities have created an unpredictable
environment. As COVID-19 spreads, travellers remaining in their host country may incur temporary restrictions on
their movement and compromised access to routine health care.
Please notify your education abroad program specialist by 5:00pm EST on March 17 of you intention to return or
remain.
==========
We have more detailed information to share with Ohio State students, of course, about next steps; that can be addressed
after we confirm OAA support for ‘making students whole’ in the midst of this unprecedented situation.
Thanks,

Gil

Gil Latz, PhD
Vice Provost for Global Strategies and International Affairs
Professor of Geography
Office of International Affairs
140 Enarson Classroom Building, 2009 Millikin Road, Columbus, OH 43210
614-292-6101 Office / 614-292-4725 Fax
latz.9@osu.edu / oia.osu.edu
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Thanks. We are working toward a note to our ~160 current study abroad students strongly
encouraging them to come home, and we would further say that we would work with them to
attempt to address both financial and academic implications.
Bruce
Bruce A. McPheron, PhD
Executive Vice President and Provost
203 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, OH 43210-1358
614-292-5881
mcpheron.24@osu.edu
http://oaa.osu.edu/
From: Devine, Kristine G. <devine.99@osu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 10:19 AM
To: McPheron, Bruce A.; Gombos, Gretchen
Cc: Wolf, Kay N.; Messinger, Rob
Subject: Re: Consolidated reply: Urgent Ed Abroad and Semester Abroad questions
Bruce
Gretchen is meeting with OIA this morning and then she and I and Kay are meeting at 1 —
Just wanted you to know we received and are working it...
Kris
Get Outlook for iOS
From: McPheron, Bruce A. <mcpheron.24@osu.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 11:01:19 PM
To: Devine, Kristine G. <devine.99@osu.edu>; Gombos, Gretchen <gombos.2@osu.edu>
Cc: Wolf, Kay N. <wolf.4@osu.edu>; Messinger, Rob <messinger.18@osu.edu>
Subject: Fwd: Consolidated reply: Urgent Ed Abroad and Semester Abroad questions

Kris and Gretchen,
A couple of things. I need to get guidance from the president on his expectations for 1)
whether we advise students abroad to come home or whether we offer them the opportunity,
and 2) to what extent we compensate them (I would say that if they’re getting credit, no tuition
assistance, but if their program terminates before credit can be awarded, we would want to
think about either assistance or working to steer them into credits from OSU). I have my
opinions, but he often has something in his head and I want to know that before he reverses

course on us.
I know we were awaiting the arrival of the OIA fiscal officer, but can we please resolve the
Antarctica question? Either they have enormous reserves that they simply are not addressing
holistically, or they need help on that. Then we have to think about how we would phrase any
message (subject to the president’s edits) to properly scope what our financial obligations
might be. Would 40 students actually be $1M in tuition reimbursement if we had to deal with
the prospect of no credit awarded? I can’t make that math work.
Any help in framing this? We need to resolve in the next day or so.
Bruce
Bruce A. McPheron, PhD
Executive Vice President and Provost
203 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, OH 43210-1358
614-292-5881
mcpheron.24@osu.edu
http://oaa.osu.edu/
From: Latz, Gil I. <latz.9@osu.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 9:45 PM
To: McPheron, Bruce A.
Cc: Messinger, Rob
Subject: FW: Consolidated reply: Urgent Ed Abroad and Semester Abroad questions
Bruce,
Long day, I realize.
Some updates and a request.
It is critically important to immediately focus on Spring (and AY) programs for students currently
overseas. This is the really urgent announcement and communication need. Students overseas
have read President Drake’s communication but have not received any follow up or information.
For an insight, see attached.

The question:
Will OAA support making students whole? (OIA already used its emergency funds and has a
pending request to OAA to help defray the cost of the Antarctica trip cancellation from last
December)?
There are currently 157 students on OIA programs overseas and about 20 or so in non-OIA programs

(FCOB. There are others, for example, in the Fisher College of Business: they have about 250
students for summer. They are OSU students, register for OSU insurance, but don’t get ‘counted’ on
OIA programs).
Cost estimates are nearly impossible to make.
That said, we believe $225 IF (only) 10 students availed themselves of the opportunity to come back;
BUT, up to $1M if 25% of the students choose it. This includes refunding for tuition and program
costs. Most of the students want to stay and most programs will offer online options. Note: should,
in addition, Colleges at OSU support students with transfer credits or make up options, the cost will
go down considerably.
Bottom line: some kind of message to students/parents of those students is warranted ASAP.
Language to consider (which we welcome your editing with respect to, in terms of the financial
implications based on the outline above:

=============
Ohio State is advising students to strongly consider return to the United States. We
understand that students and their families may have differing tolerance of risk.
Thus students are not obligated to leave their programs and return. However, the
continuing response by nations and governments, including border closures, entry
restrictions, quarantines and curtailment of public services including universities have
created an unpredictable environment. As COVID-19 spreads, travellers remaining in their
host country may incur temporary restrictions on their movement and compromised access
to routine health care.
Please notify your education abroad program specialist by 5:00pm EST on March 17 of you
intention to return or remain.
==========
We have more detailed information to share with Ohio State students, of course, about next steps;
that can be addressed after we confirm OAA support for ‘making students whole’ in the midst of this
unprecedented situation.
Thanks,
Gil

Gil Latz, PhD
Vice Provost for Global Strategies and International Affairs
Professor of Geography
Office of International Affairs

140 Enarson Classroom Building, 2009 Millikin Road, Columbus, OH 43210
614-292-6101 Office / 614-292-4725 Fax
latz.9@osu.edu / oia.osu.edu
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McPheron, Bruce A.
Devine, Kristine G.; Gombos, Gretchen
Wolf, Kay N.; Messinger, Rob
Fwd: Consolidated reply: Urgent Ed Abroad and Semester Abroad questions
Tuesday, March 10, 2020 11:01:20 PM
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Kris and Gretchen,
A couple of things. I need to get guidance from the president on his expectations for 1)
whether we advise students abroad to come home or whether we offer them the opportunity,
and 2) to what extent we compensate them (I would say that if they’re getting credit, no tuition
assistance, but if their program terminates before credit can be awarded, we would want to
think about either assistance or working to steer them into credits from OSU). I have my
opinions, but he often has something in his head and I want to know that before he reverses
course on us.
I know we were awaiting the arrival of the OIA fiscal officer, but can we please resolve the
Antarctica question? Either they have enormous reserves that they simply are not addressing
holistically, or they need help on that. Then we have to think about how we would phrase any
message (subject to the president’s edits) to properly scope what our financial obligations
might be. Would 40 students actually be $1M in tuition reimbursement if we had to deal with
the prospect of no credit awarded? I can’t make that math work.
Any help in framing this? We need to resolve in the next day or so.
Bruce
Bruce A. McPheron, PhD
Executive Vice President and Provost
203 Bricker Hall
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, OH 43210-1358
614-292-5881
mcpheron.24@osu.edu
http://oaa.osu.edu/
From: Latz, Gil I. <latz.9@osu.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 9:45 PM
To: McPheron, Bruce A.
Cc: Messinger, Rob
Subject: FW: Consolidated reply: Urgent Ed Abroad and Semester Abroad questions
Bruce,
Long day, I realize.
Some updates and a request.

It is critically important to immediately focus on Spring (and AY) programs for students currently
overseas. This is the really urgent announcement and communication need. Students overseas
have read President Drake’s communication but have not received any follow up or information.
For an insight, see attached.

The question:
Will OAA support making students whole? (OIA already used its emergency funds and has a
pending request to OAA to help defray the cost of the Antarctica trip cancellation from last
December)?
There are currently 157 students on OIA programs overseas and about 20 or so in non-OIA programs
(FCOB. There are others, for example, in the Fisher College of Business: they have about 250
students for summer. They are OSU students, register for OSU insurance, but don’t get ‘counted’ on
OIA programs).
Cost estimates are nearly impossible to make.
That said, we believe $225 IF (only) 10 students availed themselves of the opportunity to come back;
BUT, up to $1M if 25% of the students choose it. This includes refunding for tuition and program
costs. Most of the students want to stay and most programs will offer online options. Note: should,
in addition, Colleges at OSU support students with transfer credits or make up options, the cost will
go down considerably.
Bottom line: some kind of message to students/parents of those students is warranted ASAP.
Language to consider (which we welcome your editing with respect to, in terms of the financial
implications based on the outline above:

=============
Ohio State is advising students to strongly consider return to the United States. We
understand that students and their families may have differing tolerance of risk.
Thus students are not obligated to leave their programs and return. However, the
continuing response by nations and governments, including border closures, entry
restrictions, quarantines and curtailment of public services including universities have
created an unpredictable environment. As COVID-19 spreads, travellers remaining in their
host country may incur temporary restrictions on their movement and compromised access
to routine health care.
Please notify your education abroad program specialist by 5:00pm EST on March 17 of you
intention to return or remain.
==========

We have more detailed information to share with Ohio State students, of course, about next steps;
that can be addressed after we confirm OAA support for ‘making students whole’ in the midst of this
unprecedented situation.
Thanks,
Gil

Gil Latz, PhD
Vice Provost for Global Strategies and International Affairs
Professor of Geography
Office of International Affairs
140 Enarson Classroom Building, 2009 Millikin Road, Columbus, OH 43210
614-292-6101 Office / 614-292-4725 Fax
latz.9@osu.edu / oia.osu.edu

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Intl Risk Management
Latz, Gil I.; Huffner, Douglas A.
FW: Study Abroad
Tuesday, March 10, 2020 7:06:30 PM

This is just one additional example
Highlights and emphasis mine with focus on the yellow bold.
These are students facing very critical situations and looking to rely on Ohio State guidance. I can
only encourage those reviewing the follow-up to the university’s guidance place a hold on any
consideration for summer and focus on the Ohio State students that are currently abroad.
From:
To: Intl Risk Management
Subject: Study Abroad
Dear IRM,
I’m going to list out everything that you recommended in the email, but first I just want to say I feel
like were being kept in the dark. We don’t know what Ohio State is going to do with our program
and our classes here are cancelled for two weeks and I could go on and on with a billion unknowns. I
personally feel like were being ignored and there’s a complete of a lack of transparency, and it sucks.
I want to plan my life and figure out how the rest of my semester is going to unfold, everything is up
in the air and the one place I’m hoping would be decisive and up front (Ohio State) hasn’t provided
me with any guidance. How can we cancel classes on main campus in Columbus but not have even
given a recommended course of action for students abroad…
Host institution:
Unsure of learning options online
Enrolled in:
I would like to finish my abroad program in an ideal world, HOWEVER, i'd like to know if im
getting sent home sooner rather than later
I apologize for being so blunt but this is such an uncertain time in my life and I just want to get it
figured out and move forward,
Best,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

President Michael V. Drake
Scharschmidt, Richard
FW: USU Presidents/Chancellors On-going Calls and Meeting Notes
Friday, March 20, 2020 8:31:00 AM
March 17 Presidents Meeting Notes.pdf

Hi Rich: Please see below. Thanks!
-A
From: Garmise, Shari <sgarmise@APLU.ORG>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 5:10 PM
To: Shari Garmise <sgarmise@yahoo.com>
Cc: Mandy Moffett <mpmoffet@vcu.edu>; Thomas, Adrianne <athomas@APLU.ORG>;
msr@vcu.edu; Jennifer Danek <jdanek@usucoalition.org>; Looney, Shannon
<SLooney@APLU.ORG>; Perkins, Christel <cperkins@aplu.org>; Brabender, Lynn
<LBrabender@APLU.ORG>; Levine, Samantha <slevine@aplu.org>; Rodriguez, Andrea
<arodriguez@aplu.org>
Subject: USU Presidents/Chancellors On-going Calls and Meeting Notes

Dear USU Presidents and Chancellors,

Please find attached the notes from the USU Presidents/Chancellors call to discuss
COVID 19 Challenges earlier this week. Given the range of issues covered during the
discussion, we have organized the notes by topic for an easy review.

As you requested, we are setting up a series of weekly calls for the next month to allow
you to connect regularly with your peers to discuss a situation that is changing daily.
Call Times (Times are Eastern Standard)
March 24th 3 – 4pm ET

March 31st 4 – 5pm ET

April 14th 3 – 4pm ET
April 21st 3 – 4pm ET

Resources that may be helpful:
a. Free web chatbot to engage your community about Covid 19 (Multilanguage,
evolving knowledge base, chat function)
a. https://learn.admithub.com/content-covid19support/

b. Brief on how to support homeless and foster students
a. https://hope4college.com/covid-19-response-for-students-who-are-homeless-or-

with-experience-in-foster-care/

c. Wifi and phone data providers are offering support during these periods (more

information is provided in the attached notes)
a. Comcast(free network, support for low income students):           
https://corporate.comcast.com/covid-19
b. At&T (free hotspots)                                                                                         
https://about.att.com/pages/COVID-19.html
c. T-Mobile (automatic unlimited data)                                                               

https://www.t-mobile.com/brand/ongoing-updates-covid-19#customers

Please know that USU staff will be continue to convene these conversations with you and
among your staff, and be a resource for you for gathering front line and needed support.
In the meantime, if there is anything else we can do, let us know. We are here to help.
Best regards,
Shari

Shari Garmise, Ph.D.
Executive Director, USU
Senior Vice President, APLU
1307 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005
sgarmise@aplu.org
202-478-6040 (office)
202-478-6064 (direct)
216-308-1374 (mobile)
USU Website: www.usucoalition.org
APLU Website: www.aplu.org
Blog: www.urbanuniversity.wordpress.com

USU Presidents and Chancellors’ Call
Meeting Notes
March 17, 2020
Purpose
To discuss with peers ongoing issues and effective and failed practices relating to the Covid 19
pandemic, to provide support, gain clarity around difficult decisions, and work through thorny
challenges. The main themes covered in the discussion were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mounting Financial Challenges
Transitioning Faculty to On-Line Learning
Transitioning Students, especially vulnerable students
Working with Vendors
Grading and Assessment
Governance and the Faculty Senate
Employees
New Student Enrollment
Aligning with Systems, States and Accreditors
Dealing with Covid 19 and Public Health
Other Issues Facing Public Urban Research Universities and their Leaders
Potential next steps

Mounting Financial Challenges
The financial burden (today and predicted) gets heavier every day. Specific topics discussed included:
issuing refunds for student fees/tuition/etc.; unexpected costs; keeping employees and student
employees financially whole; and the need to track details on finances.

Refunds
Do we issue refunds and for what?
•

VCU: There is a mindset among colleagues that, as a research institution, we can simply
shoulder the financial issues. From a financial perspective, in actuality, we have to think
twice about issuing refunds. Some of sister institutions have many more resources.
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•

GSU: We cannot make tuition refunds but we can refund fees. We are refunding housing
and meal plan fees on pro rata basis. Our CFO is combing through fees on a line by line
basis to determine what other fees can be justifiably refunded. For example, a fee for service
and no service is delivered versus a fee that’s paying down debt.

•

Northridge. To give a sense of this, we will likely lose $1 million a month just from the
parking with students getting parking refunds.

•

SJSU: We cannot give tuition refunds. This makes it imperative that we get the student
success piece right during this period.

Unexpected Costs
•

FIU: We face increased costs for proctoring exams because many disciplines (e.g. Calculus)
don’t have the ability to transition to alternative assessment. The two main providers -honor
lock and Proctor U cost about $5 per student; which is an unintended expense that
institutions will have to incur.

Keeping employees and student employees whole
•

Northridge: The financial burdens they are undertaking are enormous. We are keeping
employees and student employees whole through the end of the semester but it is not a
sustainable model. We need more serious planning on how they reduce costs. This is the
burden of the last recession multiplied by some number.

Need to Track Finances
Every one of us should be tracking every expense related to this. The Federal government is likely to
create a TARP-like mechanism to cover these additional unexpected costs. We should have the
numbers like other industries will have. ACE (Ted Mitchell/Terry Hartel) are gathering ideas of
where we think we’ll bleed money as they are trying to make the best case possible for all of higher
education.

Transitioning Faculty On-line
For many, this presented the most immediate challenge. Key approaches to supporting this included:

Peer to Peer Training
•

SJSU: To support the transition of faculty to the on-line environment, especially older
faculty, we drew on 20 experienced faculty members who held 9-5 office hours for 1-2
weeks in a peer to peer format. We also troubleshooted when needed, for example mailing a
faculty member a hot spot and laptop who lacked broadband access and a device.
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An Academic Continuity Team
•

FIU created an academic continuity team which includes FIU online, media technology, and
Center for Teaching/Learning, creating a “one stop shop” for faculty to support online
transition. The rest of the semester and potentially the summer will be entirely online.

A Very Focused Transition (Asynchronous teaching and smart phones)
•

GSU: All new on-line courses (transitioned to meet the needs of the current situation) must
be asynchronous and accessible on a smart phone. Courses that were already on-line can
remain synchronous. They are still figuring out how to do assessments (exams, papers) for
the newly transitioned courses.

Transitioning Students, especially vulnerable students
Participants returned to the question of how best to serve vulnerable students throughout the
conversation. Issues are summarized below.

Students with no places to go
At this point, the only solution discussed was letting students stay on campus.
•
•
•
•

VCU had 1,300 students apply to return to campus because they don’t have a place/home to
go to.
GSU is housing 900 students with nowhere else to go.
For those who stay, appropriate social distancing recommendations are in place.
Resource: Covid-19 Response for Students who are Homeless or on Foster Care from the
Hope Center at Temple University
o https://hope4college.com/covid-19-response-for-students-who-are-homeless-orwith-experience-in-foster-care/

Mental Health
How do we manage students struggling with high stress? This will get worse for many lower income
students whose families may see their incomes drying up as well.

Wifi Access and Devices for on-line learning
Below details what universities are doing.
•

Buying hotspots, tablets and computers to provide as loaners.
o GSU: We purchased a large number of hot spots (a vendor provided them at a deep
discount, which will allow us to provide up to 1,000 students with this option.) The
next step is to design the process to request and be given hot spot access. We also
have a tablet loner program.
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o SJSU: We have a laptop loaner program and close to 100 students already using. We
are buying stocks of inexpensive laptops to make more available.
o FIU: We are providing loaner laptops and tablets through the library but thought
they would’ve needed more. They put out 400 and still have some left. Demand
might increase as the semester moves along and assessment materials (papers, tests)
are due.
•

Keeping access points open.
o SJSU: We have access points on campus for students to use computers with social
distancing protocols in place.

Libraries and access to materials
•

Libraries closing (but some computer labs open to provide access).
o Most closed their libraries, although San Jose, Northridge and Portland State are
leaving computer labs open to provide access to computers and broadband. They
are monitoring usage and will move to another space pending availability.

•

Expanding e-resources
o FIU has expanded e-chat, e-resources and r library tools for faculty and staff. FIU’s
Dean of Libraries also called 2 of their major providers and expanded their e-journal
resources for the next 90 days - over additional 400K e-book titles.

Working with Vendors
Wifi and Data Access
Comcast is providing 90 days of free 25-30 MGB wifi access for students, as long as student do not
owe money to Comcast. More details on this and the response by some telephone providers (data)
are below (provided by FIU).
Comcast Opens Xfinity WiFi Network Nationally for Free
Xfinity WiFi Free For Everyone: Xfinity WiFi hotspots across the country will be available to
anyone who needs them for free – including non-Xfinity Internet subscribers. For a map of Xfinity
WiFi hotspots, visit www.xfinity.com/wifi. Once at a hotspot, consumers should select the
“xfinitywifi” network name in the list of available hotspots and then launch a browser.
https://corporate.comcast.com/covid-19
AT&T's Response
Consistent with FCC Chairman Pai’s “Keep Americans Connected Pledge” announced today and
concerns raised by members of Congress, which we share, AT&T is proud to support our customers
by pledging that, for the next 60 days (as of March 13, 2020), we will Keep our public Wi-Fi
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hotspots open for any American who needs them.
https://about.att.com/pages/COVID-19.html
T-Mobile's Response
T-Mobile and Metro by T-Mobile customers on our current plans with limited data will
automatically have unlimited smartphone data for the next 60 days (excluding roaming). No action
required.
https://www.t-mobile.com/brand/ongoing-updates-covid-19#customers

Vendor Capacity
One challenge that may be emerging is that vendors may not have capacity to handle demand.
•

VCU looked at Proctor U and learned that the company was not sure they have capacity to
field all requests.

Grading and Assessment
The challenges here centered on what to do around offering a Pass/Fail option for courses and
using the honor system instead of proctoring exams. Adding to this is that many students as well as
faculty are not comfortable in an on-line learning environment. The fear is that students will struggle
and/or ultimately stop out.

Pass/Fail
•

•

•

The CSU Provosts were discussing providing students the option of taking pass/fail,
credit/no credit for the course. The proposal is faculty driven, responding to students’
concern about success in online courses. The faculty did not want students to drop out and
feel like they could not complete the semester. This decision is complicated by the fact that
the institution has no mechanism to refund tuition.
Students have to complete the courses, but they haven’t worked out when students could
request/choose the pass/fail option. Now, or near the end of the semester?
o Discussion: We may have to allow the choice to be made near the end but we must
be careful about ingrown academic fears regarding perceived rigor if we make this
choice.
GSU: We are discussing pass/fail in environment at the system level, where the decision will
be made. Decisions need to be consistent with governor’s office.

Update: Since the call, CSU system decided against moving toward pass/fail choices as they were
concerned this might open the door to tuition refund requests.
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Proctoring
•

VCU is using the honor system instead of proctoring. There are a lot of courses and candidly
they are not sure they can proctor everything. Students will sign an email indicating
thattheyunderstand the honor code.

Governance and the Faculty Senate
Question: Are there any concerns on the part of faculty regarding swift decision making with limited
consultation or regarding academic freedom?

Engaging the Faculty Senate in Decision Making
•

Teaching evaluations
o SJSU: We are meeting regularly with the academic senate, who came up with a
resolution to align with collective bargaining around teaching evaluation. The faculty
are required to undertake a teaching evaluation but the faculty can then decide if they
will use them for this semester as part of their overall evaluation.

• Review Committees
o SJSU: The Faculty Senate has encouraged review committees to think about
research significantly interrupted, or presentations accepted but not delivered, etc..
during a review. Some places can extend their tenure clock up to two years, which
should be considered. The senate has led on these issues which has worked so far.

Systems, States and Accreditors
Decision-making around these issues are influenced or determined by systems, states and
accreditors. Communication is key among stakeholders and with the campus.

Systems
o CSU: Regarding the Pass/fail option, the Chancellor is giving CSU presidents authority in
our region for decision-making powers but with pass/no pass that will likely be standardized.
The decision to postpone all commencements to later in 2020 or thereafter came from the
system. That would be extraordinarily difficult if one did before others.

Accreditors
o In Georgia, SACS, their accreditation body notified them that they are bound to maintain
academic quality. The course Pass/Fail decision will be influenced by outside forces.

States
o In Virginia, we are trying to stay on the phone with other leaders across the state to
coordinate and align.
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Communications
o GSU. We have to communicate across the system office, governor, students, etc. Spending
time communicating across to be better coordinated and keeping it timely and accurate.
Avoiding communication free for all.

New Students
Question: How will admitted students’ day work when we cannot bring people to campus? This will
have delayed effect on the budget. For many on the call, the need to deal with today, has put
thinking about summer too far in the future. The group indicated that this should be a topic of the
future. USU institutions are taking the following actions thus far:

Cancelling Tours
Most participants had done this.

Creating Virtual Tours
VCU: Our preview days that have been canceled. We are trying to replace them electronically and
our teams are doing video recordings or gathering recordings on file to build these. We also may do
live webinar to replace live preview days.
GSU: We have a virtual tour.

Considering the Impact of delayed ACT/SAT
The ACT/SAT will not be administered for next couple of months. Universities without test
optional options will need to look at admissions policies for this cycle, and either change them or
look at exceptions.

Employees
Questions: Have you required employees to stay on campus or teleconference?
o GSU: We are open for business just doing it differently. Anyone who can telework is.
o SJSU: We are all telecommuting because we are ‘sheltering in place’
o VCU: We have about 12,000 employees working because of their role in providing care in
hospitals and clinics. We have turned all hospitals away from elective surgeries and are
ramping up for surge heading their way.
o Northridge: Skeletal staff for essential services

Dealing with Covid 19 and the Public Health Challenge
The main topic was testing, and an emerging role for universities to partner with their health
systems.
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Using Graduate Students
o UW in innovating with in-house testing for the virus. They recruited grad students to stop
research and used them to staffed the labs to do increased testing. Innovative ways to
repurpose staff.

Working with the Health Departments
o Georgia: PCR machines. Emory, UGA, and GSU identified individuals to work with state
to help run tests. This is a place for R1s in metro areas to step up and create linkages with
health department

Testing
o VCU: Getting access to testing is difficult. Have many test kits but awe are a safety net
hospital they have to reserve them for the most vulnerable. We are ramping out our own
internal testing ability, but soon will be able to do it ourselves.

Other Issues Facing Public Urban Research Universities and their Leaders
Expectations vs Reality
We are in a brave new world, which is challenging because everyone is looking to presidents/senior
officers to light the pathway, but public university presidents, in turn, are waiting on others due to
their public positioning.

Long-term opportunities
In the long-run, we will be more online savvy; getting the institution up to speed is hard but this is
accelerating it.

Good vs Great vs Good enough
In this environment we are going to have to do good not great and create solutions in rapid time. It
just has to be good enough.

Potential Next Steps
Future Discussions
o Completion Strategies: Strategies if students really can’t complete; perhaps finding ways in
the summer to do short courses and other mechanism for students who can pick up that
kind of course.
o Summer admit days and programs.
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Be on the look-out for
o Given that we are likely to confront significant fiscal challenges; what are the ramifications
for us related to planning next year? We need good analysis on this and would like to see the
likely fiscal impact for urban public universities, on state legislatures that are revising
appropriations, etc…

Statement to IT Providers
o A letter acknowledging their efforts to help students, and urging them to continue and
extend if needed, given the size and need of the constituency.
o In some places the need is greater in rural areas, so some question as to whether we should
do this, or do this just as USU.

Develop an Index of Problems
o An index or listing of those problems and to go through them to identify what they learned
and mistakes they’ve made.
o These meeting notes were organized as a rudimentary first draft of what a list might
comprise.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

President Michael V. Drake
Tuition Refund
Monday, March 23, 2020 3:19:35 PM

Dear President Drake,
My name is
University, in the

and I am an international student here at The Ohio State
with ID number
.

I am writing this letter to request refund for my Spring 2020 semester tuition fee in regards of
enforced changes on the learning system from ‘in-class’ to ‘online’ learning process, as per
notification from President Drake.
As per original program to attend 15 credit hours “in class” this semester, I have paid the
tuition fee in total of $16,306.40 (not including International fee) which is $10,910.4 higher
than those of distance learning (on line class).
Since currently the university is enforcing us to attend the ‘online’ rather than ‘in class’
learning as per original program, therefore, I would appreciate the university to refund part of
my tuition fee above (the amount is the delta between the fee of ‘in class’ vs the fee of the ‘on
line’ learning). The refund would greatly help me personally and I believe that this would help
people that are affected by this too.
I appreciate that you have done what is best for us students and part time on campus worker
to be safe and keep away from the virus, and trying to prevent it from spreading around
campus area.
Your response and cooperation in this matter is appreciated.
Regards,

